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normality. By now, many alternative procedures, often of a nonparametric nature, have been proposed.
A danger with these competitors is that unrealistically large Phase I samples might be needed. This can
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1 Introduction and motivation
Suppose we want to control the mean of a production process. For standard control
charts like the Shewhart or CUSUM chart, typically the unknown process parameters
involved are estimated using a reference sample of size say n. After this so-called Phase I,
these observations are then used to set estimated upper and/or lower control limits, to be
used during Phase II, the actual monitoring of the process. This estimation step already
causes a stochastic error (SE), which is not negligible for the values of n customarily used
in practice. However, there is more: the idea that estimating just a few parameters suffices,
rests on the assumption that the distribution involved is simply normal. But, as the false
alarm rate (FAR), i.e. the probability p of exceeding a control limit while the process is
still in-control (IC), should be very small (say p = 0.001), we are dealing with the tails
of the underlying distribution. There the relative deviation from normality is likely to
be substantial, and thus the same holds for the resulting model error (ME), caused by
nevertheless assuming a normal model. In a sense this ME is worse than the SE. Even
if the sample size n is huge, the ME will not vanish, as it is simply caused by estimating
the wrong quantiles while setting the control limit(s). This situation is amply recognized
in the literature; for briefness’ sake we give just a few references (Chan et al. (1988),
Pappanastos and Adams (1996), Hawkins and Olwell (1998), p. 75, Albers et al. (2004)
and Albers and Kallenberg (AK for short) (2007c).
By now, also a lot of effort has been devoted to finding remedies for this weakness of
standard control charts. In doing so, we are basically faced with the following trade-off:
if the ME is reduced, usually the SE will increase. For example, it is attractive to go
for a nonparametric chart: when no assumptions (other than appropriate regularity and
smoothness) are made about the type of the underlying distribution, these can also not be
wrong and hence noME will occur at all. However, if we proceed here in a straightforward
manner, the corresponding SE will be far too high, unless n is huge. E.g. consider having
to estimate an upper 0.001-quantile on the basis of a customary value like n = 100. There
is no really satisfactory way to do this nonparametrically.
A remedy for this problem is to apply grouping during the monitoring phase. Here we
do not decide to give a signal on the basis of a single incoming observation, but wait until
a group of size m (e.g. 3 or 5) has arrived. Then we compare e.g. the minimum (MIN)
of this group to some upper limit (and, in the two-sided case, also its maximum (MAX)
to a suitable lower limit; for simplicity we shall concentrate in the sequel on the one-sided
case with an upper limit). The major advantage of using MIN is that much less extreme
quantiles need to be estimated. E.g. form = 3,MIN exceeds the upper 0.1-quantile during
IC with the desired tiny probability p = 0.001. But such a 0.1-quantile can be estimated
nonparametrically quite well for n = 100. Hence this so-called MIN chart thus combines
being truly nonparametric (i.e. having ME = 0) with a quite reasonable SE. In addition,
it moreover shows good performance during Out-of-Control (OoC). Consequently, also in
this respect, it can compete quite well with a Shewhart X-chart based on the group sum
(SUM) or group average (see AK (2006, 2007a) for full details).
Next, it pays to observe that a further improvement of this MIN chart can be realized
by moving on to a sequential or cumulative version. No longer use fixed groups, but signal
as soon as m consecutive observations all exceed some suitably chosen upper limit. In view
of the analogy to the step from SUM to CUSUM chart, we have called this a CUMIN
chart. Just like the MIN chart, it is easy to understand and implement. See AK (2007b)
for a detailed description of this chart. We also refer for briefness’ sake to this last paper
for a more detailed discussion of alternative possibilities for standard control charts, as
well as for the corresponding references.
An interesting aspect throughout the discussion above of both MIN and CUMIN
remains the choice of m. Assume, as is customary, that the OoC situation can be char-
acterized in terms of a shift. Let d be the magnitude of this shift in terms of standard
deviations. Then it is intuitively clear that the best choice of m in terms of detection
power will be decreasing in d. In particular, for sufficiently large d, it becomes optimal
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to let m = 1. Hence no grouping should be used anymore and IND, the chart based on
individual observations, is once more the simple winner. From AK (2007b) we quote: “All
in all, a simple advice for use in practice could be:
• Use m = 1, i.e. IND, only if the supposed d is really large (d ≈ 3).
• In all other cases, considerable improvement w.r.t. IND is possible.
• If d is supposed to be moderately large (≈ 3/2 or 2), m = 3 is suitable. (1.1)
• For somewhat smaller d (≈ 1), m = 6 seems fine.
• For really small d (1/2 or below), m = 10 should do.′′
Note that this advice is framed in terms of ‘if d is supposed to be’. Obviously, as d is
unknown, in a sense this is the best we can do. Nevertheless, a somewhat unsatisfactory
aspect does persist here. On the one hand, if we select IND (i.e. m = 1) on the basis of
the belief that d will be large, it will take unduly long to detect the change if the actually
occurring d is small. On the other hand, if we e.g. let m = 10, which is very good for
really small d, but the actually occurring d is in fact large, we will have to wait at least 10
observations before reacting, while 1 or 2 observations might have sufficed.
In principle, solutions for this type of problem are readily available: just combine
a procedure intended for large d with one intended for small d. Examples in the case of
standard charts are FIR (‘fast initial response’)-CUSUM and Shewhart-CUSUM (see e.g.
Ryan (1989)). But these latter procedures are relatively complicated and, as a consequence,
do not seem to be very popular in practice. Fortunately, as mentioned above, (CU)MIN
charts are easy to understand and implement, and as such do lend themselves readily for
combinations of this nature. Basically, in the resulting, say INDCUMIN , chart, a signal
should occur either as soon as a single observation exceeds some high upper limit (the
IND part), or m consecutive observations all exceed some moderately high upper limit
(the CUMIN part).
However, in spite of the attractive simplicity of this basic idea, a problem arises here
as well. Just remember that the very reason for using grouping and going from IND to
(CU)MIN charts was the desire to get rid of the ME, without at the same time causing
an excessive SE. In view of this vital side condition, a straightforward combination of
CUMIN and IND consequently is no real option, because an even larger SE then comes
in due to the IND-part. The solution for this obstacle is to apply the grouping trick twice:
collect the incoming observations first into groups of size l, where l is quite small (typically
2 or 3), and each time obtain the minimum of such a block. Next use these minima,
rather than the individual observations, as input for the INDCUMIN chart. Hence
stopping now occurs based either on l or on lm observations. Some suitable possibilities
are (l,m) = (2, 3), (2,5) and (3,3), leading to a signal caused by 2 or 6 observations, by 2
or 10 and by 3 or 9, respectively. Note that these values are comparable to those from the
advice from (1.1). The major advantage is that, unlike in (1.1), we are not stuck with a
single choice of m. Instead, the option to react quickly (within 2 or 3 observations) to a
major shift remains open, while high sensitivity for really small shifts is included as well.
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Clearly, the above is merely a sketch, meant to introduce the background (classical
charts are highly sensitive to deviations from normality), certain attractive nonparametric
alternative procedures (charts based on group minima (MIN), possibly used cumulatively
(CUMIN)), the remaining problem of adapting the group size to the unknown shift (if
d is large, m should be small, and vice versa) and the proposal how to deal with this
complication (an INDCUMIN chart applied to small blocks rather than individual ob-
servations). In section 2 we will introduce the new procedure in a systematic manner,
taking the case of a known (but obviously not necessarily normal) underlying distribution
as our starting point. For short we will name this chart ‘MINDCUMIN ’, as M inima of
blocks of observations are the input for a combination of an INDividual chart and one
based on CUmulative MIN ima. Section 3 is devoted to studying its performance during
OoC and comparing it to that of its competitors. In section 4 the artificial assumption
of known underlying distribution is abandoned and it is shown how the estimated version
of the chart is obtained. The procedure is summarized in section 5; here an example is
discussed as well.
2 MINDCUMIN during IC
Let X be a random variable (rv) with a continuous distribution function (df) F . Until
further notice we shall assume that F is known. Hence no Phase I sample is needed: we
start immediately with the monitoring phase for the incoming X1, X2, . . .. To facilitate
understanding of the final result, we shall build it up stepwise. First we introduce the
individual chart IND, then move on to MIN , the chart using minima of groups, followed
by its cumulative counterpart CUMIN . Next follow the new steps: the combination of
IND and CUMIN into INDCUMIN and after that, its adaptationMINDCUMIN to
the situation where blocks, rather than individual observations, are used as input.
Hence we start with the case l = 1: no blocks, just individual observations. Moreover,
also let m = 1 for a moment and thus consider IND, the individual case. Here, for given
FAR p, we need an upper limit ULI such that simply P (X > ULI) = p during IC. Write
H = 1−H for any df H , and H−1 and H
−1
for the respective inverse functions, and thus
obtain ULI = F
−1(1−p) = F
−1
(p). Next move on tom > 1 and use T = min(X1, . . . , Xm)
as control statistic for theMIN chart. In this case P (T > ULMIN ) = F (ULMIN)
m during
IC, and hence choosing ULMIN = F
−1
((mp)1/m) will lead to FAR = P (T > ULMIN ) =
mp. Consequently, the average run length (ARL) will be m/FAR = 1/p, which thus
agrees with the ARL of IND based on ULI = F
−1
(p).
For the MIN chart each time a complete group of size m is formed. But of course, as
soon as an observation occurs within such a group which falls below this ULMIN , it makes
no sense to complete that group and we could as well stop right away. The next observation
will then already be the first of a new attempt. In this way we arrive at the CUMIN
chart, which prescribes: “Give an alarm at the 1st time m consecutive observations all
exceed ULCM”. Since CUMIN thus can be viewed as an accelerated version of MIN ,
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it is evident that ULCM will have to be somewhat larger than ULMIN . Hence if we
write ULCM = F
−1
(p˜), then p˜ < (mp)1/m will hold. In Lemma 2.1 of AK (2007b) it is
demonstrated that the ARL of CUMIN during IC in fact satisfies
ARL =
1− p˜m
(1− p˜)p˜m
=
1
h(p˜)
, (2.1)
where
h(x) =
(1− x)xm
1− xm
. (2.2)
From (2.1) it follows that the desired outcome ARL = 1/p will result for CUMIN as well
if p˜ is chosen such that h(p˜) = p, i.e. p˜ = h−1(p). As p is very small, we have as a first
approximation that
p˜ ≈
(
p
1− p1/m
)1/m
, (2.3)
as compared to the solution (mp)1/m forMIN . Indeed, 1/(1−p1/m) is considerably smaller
than m : for p = 0.001 e.g. 1.11 for m = 3 and 1.46 for m = 6.
Now we are in a position to introduce the new proposals, to begin with INDCUMIN .
Hence from this point on we are dealing with two upper limits: a high one, say ULCM,H ,
for IND, and a medium one, say ULCM,M , for CUMIN . So an observation is either an
‘H ’, i.e. it exceeds ULCM,H , or it is an ‘M ’, i.e. it falls between ULCM,M and ULCM,H ,
or is it an ‘L’, i.e. it falls below ULCM,M . Let pH denote the probability of an H and pM
that of an M . Note that P (X > ULCM,M) consequently equals pM + pH . Hence
ULCM,H = F
−1
(pH) and ULCM,M = F
−1
(pM + pH). (2.4)
The INDCUMIN chart simply waits for what happens first: either a single observation
that exceeds ULCM,H , or a series of m consecutive ones all exceeding ULCM,M . We have
the following result:
Lemma 2.1 The INDCUMIN chart will have ARL = 1/p during IC if ULCM,H and
ULCM,M in (2.4) are chosen, using h from (2.2), such that
pH + h(pM) = p. (2.5)
Proof. First observe that a signal occurs after either a single H or after a seriesMM . . .M
of length m. If RL is the run length of the INDCUMIN chart, then RL = min(RLI ,
RLCM), where RLI is the run length of IND and RLCM that of CUMIN . Let B =
{RLI > RLCM}, then we have
ERLI = ERL+ E((RLI −RL)|B)P (B) = ERL+ ERLIP (B),
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simply because RLI has to start anew once CUMIN has ended first: the patterns ‘H ’
and ‘MM . . .M ’ are disjunct. Likewise, ERLCM = ERL + ERLCMP (B
c), and thus
ERL = ERLIP (B
c) = ERLCMP (B), leading to P (B) = ERLI/(ERLI + ERLCM ).
Hence
1
ERL
=
1
ERLI
+
1
ERLCM
. (2.6)
As ERL = ARL should equal 1/p, while IND clearly has ERLI = 1/pH and, according to
(2.1), for CUMIN we have ERLCM = 1/h(pM), the result in (2.5) follows from (2.6). 
Note that (2.5) still leaves some freedom of choice. To completely determine the IND
and CUMIN parts of the combined chart, we have to choose some γ (0 ≤ γ ≤ 1) such
that
pH = γp and pM = h
−1((1− γ)p). (2.7)
Clearly, for γ = 0, we are back at CUMIN and for γ = 1 at IND; the obvious candidate
for the combined chart will be γ = 1/2. In principle, other values of γ could be preferable
in terms of detection power; we will come back to this point in the next section. Together
(2.4) and (2.7) produce the explicit upper limits ULCM,H = F
−1
(γp) and ULCM,M =
F
−1
(γp + h−1((1 − γ)p)). Note that now an upper γp-quantile is involved, which is even
more extreme than the upper p-quantile from IND. Consequently, this will cause even
worse problems in the estimation part that follows once the artificial assumption of known
F is dropped.
Hence the following final step is in order: the input of the chart will no longer consist
of individual observations, but instead of the minima of small groups. Let l be the size of
such a block; typically l will be 2, or maybe 3, and we will work with pairs or triplets. So
let Y1 = min(X1, . . . , Xl), Y2 = min(Xl+1, . . . , X2l), . . . from now on replace the original
sequence X1, X2, . . .. Hence theMINDCUMIN chart stops as soon as either a single such
Y exceeds an appropriate ULMCM,H , or when m consecutive Y ’s all exceed an appropriate
ULMCM,M . In analogy to Lemma 2.1 we have:
Lemma 2.2 The MINDCUMIN chart will have ARL = 1/p during IC if
ULMCM,H = F
−1
(p
1/l
H ) and ULMCM,M = F
−1
((pM + pH)
1/l), (2.8)
with pH and pM such that pH + h(pM) = lp holds, with h as in (2.2).
Proof. The occurrence of an ‘H ’ now has probability P (Y1 > ULMCM,H) =
F (ULMCM,H)
l = pH , while the occurrence of an ‘M ’ has P (ULMCM,M < Y1 ≤
ULMCM,H) = F (ULMCM,M )
l − F (ULMCM,H)
l = (pM + pH) − pH = pM . Hence, just as
is Lemma 2.1, the RL considered is the minimum of an RLI with parameter pH and an
RLCM with a parameter pM . Essentially (2.5) thus still gives the link between pH , pM and
p. The only modification needed is due to the fact that now blocks of size l are used, rather
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than single observations. Consequently, making a fair comparison requires replacement of
p by lp (cf. the argument for using mp rather than p when introducing MIN). 
Clearly, (2.7) now becomes
pH = γlp and pM = h
−1((1− γ)lp). (2.9)
As mentioned above, γ = 1/2 is the rather obvious choice; combined with the paired case,
i.e. l = 2, this simply gives pH = h(pM) = p.
We close this section by summarizing the ARL’s of the various charts in terms of their
UL’s.
Chart ARL
IND
1
F (ULI)
MIN
m
F (ULMIN )m
CUMIN
1
h(F (ULCM ))
INDCUMIN
1
F (ULCM,H) + h(F (ULCM,M )− F (ULCM,H))
MINDCUMIN
l
F (ULMCM,H)l + h(F (ULMCM,M )l − F (ULMCM,H)l)
(2.10)
Here we clearly see that MINDCUMIN is the most general version. By taking l = 1,
we get INDCUMIN , from which ignoring the terms involving ULCM,H (the IND part)
leads to CUMIN . By ignoring in MINDCUMIN the term with h (the CUMIN part)
we get (with l = m) MIN , and from there we arrive with m = 1 at IND.
3 Out-of-Control behavior
In this section we shall study the OoC behavior of MINDCUMIN and compare it
to that of its competitors. As announced in the Introduction, we focus on a shift d > 0,
i.e. the Xi will have df F (x− d) for some d > 0. (Without essential loss of generality, we
shall assume that F itself already has standard deviation 1, and thus we can indeed simply
consider F (x − d), rather than F (x − dσ).) Applying this replacement will produce the
required expressions during OoC in a straightforward manner. ForMIN we readily obtain
that ARL = m/F (F
−1
((mp)1/m)−d)m. (Note that IND is included for m = 1). Likewise,
(2.1) continues to hold in the OoC case for CUMIN if we replace p˜ by F (F
−1
(p˜)− d) and
thus ARL = 1/h(F (F
−1
(p˜)− d)) here. For INDCUMIN we obtain:
Lemma 3.1 Under F (x− d), the INDCUMIN chart has ARL = 1/pd, where
pd = F (F
−1
(pH)− d) + h(F (F
−1
(pM + pH)− d)− F (F
−1
(pH)− d)), (3.1)
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in which pH and pM satisfy (2.5).
Proof. Simply replace F in the expression for INDCUMIN from (2.10) by F˜ (x) =
F (x− d) and combine this with the expressions for the UL in (2.4). 
Next follows the ARL of MINDCUMIN as the final step. We have:
Lemma 3.2 Under F (x− d), the MINDCUMIN chart has ARL = 1/pd, where
pd =
F (F
−1
(p
1/l
H )− d)
l + h(F (F
−1
((pM + pH)
1/l)− d)l − F (F
−1
(p
1/l
H )− d)
l)
l
, (3.2)
with pH and pM such that pH + h(pM) = lp holds, with h as in (2.2).
Proof. Simply replace F in the expression for MINDCUMIN from (2.10) by F˜ (x) =
F (x− d) and combine this with the expressions for the UL in (2.8). 
As already observed in (2.9), it remains to choose a γ from [0, 1] such that pH = γlp and
pM = h
−1((1− γ)lp). Clearly the optimal γ, i.e. the one that minimizes the ARL defined
through (3.2), will be increasing in d. Fortunately, this ARL turns out to be quite flat as
a function of γ for the various d under consideration. Hence choosing γ equal to (or close
to) 1/2 is just fine as the overall solution. The corresponding ARL will be sufficiently close
to the optimal minimum for the actual underlying (and anyhow unknown) d.
Remark 3.1 A reason for slightly deviating from the default γ = 1/2 can be the desire to
set ‘nice’ bounds, like the ‘3σ-bounds’ in the standard Shewhart chart. For the p = Φ(3) =
0.00135 used there, in case of (l,m) = (2, 3) we have (using F = Φ!) the ‘nice’ values
ULMCM,H = 1.80 and ULMCM,M = 0.40 if we let γ = 0.47. Likewise, for (l,m) = (3, 3) we
obtain ULMCM,H = 1.10 and ULMCM,M = 0 in case of γ = 0.61 and for (l,m) = (2, 5) we
find ULMCM,H = 1.80 and ULMCM,M = −0.10 for γ = 0.47. 
Now we are in a position to compare the performance of MINDCUMIN during OoC
to various competitors. In principle, any F could be chosen, but we shall restrict attention
to the single option F = Φ. The simple reason is that competitors such as Shewhart and
CUSUM are only valid in this case. Consequently, there is little to compare to outside
normality. For brevity, we shall simply follow the format from AK (2007b), Example 3.2
(cont.). This example in its turn uses as a starting point Table 5.6 from Ryan (1989),
which compares the CUSUM procedure to the Shewhart X-chart. Subgroups of size 4
are used there and for d = 1 the CUSUM chart is seen to be much better. It should
be noted that in this example the shift d is given in units of σX and not of σX . Hence
the X i are used as individual observations again and thus in our terminology the actual
comparison is between CUSUM and IND. In Table 5.6 for example an ARL of 10.4 for
the CUSUM chart with d = 1 (k = 0.5) and h = 5 is found, which is compared to the
much larger value 43.96 for the X-chart. In fact, this latter value is the ARL of IND for
d = 1 and p = 0.00135 = Φ(3), used in the customary ‘3σ’-chart. As according to Table
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5.6 the two-sided CUSUM chart in question has ARL = 465 during IC, the appropriate
p to use would be 1/930. In that case IND requires an even larger ARL = 51.8 for d = 1.
Using this material, we now have the following representative example.
Example 3.1 To the comparison of IND and CUSUM above we add CUMIN from
AK (2007b) for some values of m (for short: CM(m)), as well as the present proposal
MINDCUMIN for some combinations of l andm (for short: MICM(l,m)). Throughout,
γ = 1/2 is used in the latter chart. Since MINDCUMIN stops based either on l or
on lm observations, a fair comparison in a sense is achieved by matching MICM(l,m)
with CM(l(m + 1)/2). Hence e.g. MICM(2, 3) with CM(4), or both MICM(2, 5) and
MICM(3, 3) with CM(6). Note that these parameter values also agree well with (1.1):
sequences of lengths between 2 and 10 will occur. The result is:
Table 3.1 ARL’s of several charts for p = 1/930 and various values of d
d 1/2 3/4 1 3/2 2 5/2 3
IND 196 98.0 51.8 17.1 7.01 3.51 2.12
CM(4) 97.1 42.4 22.1 9.19 5.74 4.58 4.17
MICM(2, 3) 91.5 39.0 20.1 8.25 4.84 3.35 2.57
CM(6) 86.8 38.9 21.5 10.3 7.35 6.40 6.10
MICM(2, 5) 84.0 37.3 20.5 9.44 5.54 3.55 2.60
MICM(3, 3) 81.6 35.8 19.4 8.85 5.48 3.99 3.34
CUSUM 38.0 17.0 10.4 5.75 4.01 3.11 2.57
Note that e.g. MICM(2, 5) indeed largely bridges the gap mentioned above at d = 1
between IND’s 51.8 and CUSUM ’s 10.4, by offering the value 20.5. This already slightly
improves CM(6)’s 21.5, but, more importantly, in addition CM(6)’s 6.10 (near the ‘natural
barrier’ 6) at d = 3 is nicely reduced to 2.60. At the opposite end d = 1/2, improvement
also occurs: CM(6)’s 86.8 is reduced to 84.0. 
This example leads to the following observations:
• For many d, CUMIN already is (often substantially) better than IND.
• MINDCUMIN in its turn is again better than CUMIN.
• In particular, the intended goal is achieved: MINDCUMIN provides (3.3)
better performance for extreme d (either large or small).
Note that CUSUM gives the best possible values, and as such provides the perspective
for judging the improvement of charts such as MIN , CUMIN and MINDCUMIN over
IND. However, remember that here we have focused entirely on the case F = Φ, where
sum-based charts are optimal and thus obviously better than min-based ones. For known
F = Φ, this superiority is lost and moreover, CUSUM is even a lot less easy to deal with.
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Even worse, when F is unknown, CUSUM may lead to a considerable ME (cf. Hawkins
and Olwell (1998), p. 75), while competitors like MIN , CUMIN and MINDCUMIN
all allow a rather straightforward nonparametric adaptation by using appropriate order
statistics from an initial sample. ForMIN and CUMIN see AK (2007a) and AK (2007b),
respectively; for MINDCUMIN we shall demonstrate it in section 4.
4 The nonparametric version
In sections 2 and 3 we assumed F to be known, in order to demonstrate the properties
and performance ofMINDCUMIN , as well as to compare it to various competitors. Here
we drop this artificial assumption again and acknowledge that, especially in the tails, the
normality assumption is not to be trusted, and thus a nonparametric approach is to be
preferred. Hence the Phase I sample X1, . . . , Xn from the Introduction is back and will be
used to obtain an estimated ÛL.
Assume that F is continuous and let Fn(x) = n
−1#{Xi ≤ x} be the empirical df
and F−1n the corresponding quantile function, i.e. F
−1
n (t) = inf{x|Fn(x) ≥ t}. Then it
follows that F−1n (t) equals X(i) for (i− 1)/n < t ≤ i/n, where X(1) < . . . < X(n)} are the
order statistics corresponding to X1, . . . , Xn. Hence, letting F
−1
n (t) = F
−1
n (1− t), for the
nonparametric IND a signal will occur as soon as for j ≥ n + 1 an Xj exceeds ÛLI =
F
−1
n (p) = X(n−r). Here r = [np], with [y] the largest integer ≤ y. For the grouped case,
after Phase I, consider T1 = min(Xn+1, . . . , Xn+m), T2 = min(Xn+m+1, . . . , Xn+2m), . . . ,
and signal as soon as such a Tj exceeds ÛLMIN = F
−1
n ((mp)
1/m) = X(n−r), with this
time r = [n(mp)1/m]. Likewise, for CUMIN we obtain ÛLCM = F
−1
n (p˜) = X(n−r), with
now r = [np˜] and p˜ = h−1(p) (cf. (2.2)). Starting at Xn+1, the chart stops as soon as a
consecutive sequence of length m is found which completely exceeds this ÛLCM .
Hence the fixed UL’s are replaced by stochastic limits X(n−r) for some suitably chosen
r and consequently the fixed ARL’s for known F also become stochastic. E.g. for MIN
we obtain that, conditionally on X1, . . . , Xn, the ARL = m/F (X(n−r) − d)
m, with r =
[n(mp)1/m]. Let U(1) < . . . < U(n) denote order statistics for a sample of size n from the
uniform df on (0,1), then it follows that during IC in particular ARL ∼= m/Um(r+1) ,with ‘
∼=’
denoting ‘distributed as’. For CUMIN we obtain along the same lines that the ARL =
1/h(F (X(n−r)−d)), with r = [nh
−1(p)]. Under IC this ARL ∼= 1/h(U(r+1)). Hence indeed
(CU)MIN and IND are truly nonparametric. Moreover, in either case ARL →P 1/p as
n→∞: there is noME and the SE tends to 0. However, as mentioned in the Introduction,
this convergence is quite slow and for m = 1 the SE of the corresponding IND is huge,
unless n is very large. To check this, note that the relative error W = ARL/(1/p) − 1
for IND satisfies W ∼= p/U([np]+1) − 1, which indeed is highly variable for small p (for
p = 0.001, we get the minimum U(1) as long as n < 1000; note that var (1/U(1)) =∞). As
is demonstrated in AK (2007a), using m > 1 drastically reduces this variability and results
in an SE comparable to that of a classical chart like Shewhart.
After these preparations, we are ready to take the final step. Following the Phase I
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sample X1, . . . , Xn, the input during Phase II for MINDCUMIN will consist of Y1 =
min(Xn+1, . . . , Xn+l), Y2 = min(Xn+l+1, . . . , Xn+2l), . . .. The chart again stops as soon as
either a single such Yj exceeds an appropriate ÛLMCM,H , or when m consecutive Yj’s all
exceed an appropriate ÛLMCM,M . As concerns these estimated limits, we have:
Lemma 4.1 A nonparametric version of the chart from Lemma 2.2 is obtained by choosing
ÛLMCM,H = X(n−r) and ÛLMCM,M = X(n−s), (4.1)
where r = [np
1/l
H ] and s = [n(pM + pH)
1/l], with pH and pM such that pH + h(pM) = lp and
h as in (2.2). Moreover, conditional on X1, . . . , Xn, its ARL during IC satisfies
ARL ∼=
l
g(U(r+1), U(s+1))
, (4.2)
where g(x, y) = xl + h(yl − xl).
Proof. Straightforward: replacing F by Fn in (2.8) leads to the order statistics in (4.1).
The ARL is obtained from (2.10), replacing ULMCM,H and ULMCM,M by ÛLMCM,H and
ÛLMCM,M . Using steps like F (X(n−r))
l ∼= U l(r+1) then produces (4.2). 
Note that with Lemma 4.1 the basic proposal for an estimated version ofMINDCUMIN
has in fact already been determined. Just remember (cf. (2.9)) that pH = γlp and pM =
h−1((1− γ)lp) should hold for some γ between 0 and 1 (typically γ = 1/2 will do). Hence
in (4.1) we use r = [np1] and s = [np2], where
p1 = {γlp}
1/l, p2 = {γlp+ h
−1((1− γ)lp)}1/l. (4.3)
Clearly, the result in (4.2) is indeed nonparametric and moreover ARL→P 1/p as n→∞.
Nevertheless, it is desirable to investigate one additional step. This consists of assessing
the effect of the remaining SE and to derive corrections to further control it (cf. AK (2007b)
for similar corrections to (CU)MIN and references to earlier corrections to the normality
based charts). We illustrate the idea through an example: for p = 0.001 the ARL should
equal 1000. However, as this ARL it now has become stochastic, for an ‘unlucky’ outcome
x1, . . . , xn of the Phase I sample, we may face a low realization value for the ARL of say
700. Such occurrences cannot be avoided entirely, but these can be controlled, e.g. by
stipulating that too low values, say ≤ 800, should occur only rarely, say in at most 20%
of the applications. What we have introduced here is in fact an exceedance probability
bound: P (ARL < 1/{p(1 + ε)}) ≤ α for given small, positive ε and α (e.g. ε = 0.25 and
α = 0.2, as above). From (4.2) it is immediate that for MINDCUMIN this requirement
is in fact equivalent to
P (g(U(r+1), U(s+1)) > lp(1 + ε) ≤ α. (4.4)
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In particular, we are interested in deriving mild corrections to the basic r and s from
(4.1) (and the p1 and p2 from (4.3)) which are such that equality is achieved in (4.4).
Clearly, g(U(r+1), U(s+1)) is too cumbersome to allow tractable exact results. However, as
we will show, an asymptotic approach works quite well. Let gx and gy denote the first
order partial derivatives of g and moreover define
σ2(p1, p2) = (4.5)
[gx(p1, p2)]
2p1(1− p1) + 2gx(p1, p2)gy(p1, p2)p1(1− p2) + [gy(p1, p2)]
2(1− p2)p2,
then we have:
Theorem 4.2 For fixed 0 < p1, p2 < 1 let r = np1+ o(n), s = np2+ o(n) as n→∞. Then
{g(U(r), U(s))− g(rn
−1, sn−1)}n1/2 → N(0, σ2(p1, p2)). (4.6)
Consequently, for fixed l, p, ε > 0, equality will hold in (4.4) as n→∞ iff
lim
n→∞
{lp(1 + ε)− g(rn−1, sn−1)}n1/2 = Φ
−1
(α)σ(p1, p2) (4.7)
with σ(p1, p2) =
√
σ2(p1, p2) and σ
2(p1, p2) as given in (4.5).
Proof. From the multivariate CLT for triangular arrays (note that rn−1 and sn−1 depend
on n), see Serfling (1980) p. 132, it follows that
(U(r) − rn
−1, U(s) − sn
−1)n1/2 → N
(
(0, 0),
(
p1(1− p1) p1(1− p2)
p1(1− p2) (1− p2)p2
) )
.
Now simply apply a one-step Taylor expansion:
g(U(r), U(s)) = (4.8)
g(rn−1, sn−1) + (U(r) − rn
−1)gx(rn
−1, sn−1) + (U(s) − sn
−1)gy(rn
−1, sn−1) +OP (n
−1),
and (4.6) follows as well (cf. also Corollary 3.4 on p. 124 of Serfling (1980)). From (4.6)
in its turn, (4.7) is obtained as a straightforward application. 
Using this result, we can make precise what modifications of r and s from (4.1) (and of
p1 and p2 from (4.3)) are required to produce (4.7) (and thus the desired equality in (4.4)).
We obtain:
Theorem 4.3 Let for fixed 0 < γ < 1 and for fixed δ1, δ2
p1 = {γlp(1 + ε)}
1/l, p2 = {p
l
1 + pM}
1/l, pM = h
−1((1− γ)lp(1 + ε)),
rn−1 = p1 − δ1n
−1/2, sn−1 = p2 − δ2n
−1/2 (4.9)
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with
δ1gx(p1, p2) + δ2gy(p1, p2) = Φ
−1
(α)σ(p1, p2), (4.10)
then (4.7) holds
Proof. By the definitions of g, p1 and p2 from (4.2) and (4.9), respectively, we get
g(p1, p2) = lp(1 + ε). Using once more a one-step Taylor expansion of g (cf. (4.8)), it
follows that the expression from (4.7) satisfies
lim
n→∞
{lp(1 + ε)− g(rn−1, sn−1)}n1/2 = lim
n→∞
{g(p1, p2)− g(rn
−1, sn−1)}n1/2
= δ1gx(p1, p2) + δ2gy(p1, p2) = Φ
−1
(α)σ(p1, p2),
where the last step follows from (4.10). 
In principle, we have now solved our problem: rather than the basic r and s from (4.1),
use adapted ones satisfying (4.9). It is useful to note that, by also taking into account that
p is small, some further simplification can be obtained for σ2(p1, p2) from (4.5):
Theorem 4.4 Assume that p → 0. Keeping γ, l, m and ε fixed, we get for m ≥ 3 and
l ≥ 2
σ2(p1, p2) = (4.11)
l4p2(1 + ε)2[γ2(p
−1/l
1 − 1) + {2γm(1− γ) +m
2(1− γ)2}[p
−1/l
M − 1]] +O(p
1/m−1/(ml))
with p1, p2 and pM as given in (4.9).
Proof. Direct, but tedious computation. 
Note that the correction on r and s in going from (4.1) to (4.9) consists of two steps.
The first increases the p1 and p2 from (4.3) somewhat by replacing p by p(1 + ε), whereas
the second (and dominating one) subtracts a shift of order n−1/2 from both r and s in order
to produce the δ1gx(p1, p2) + δ2gy(p1, p2) term. In section 3 we already concluded that γ =
1/2 is a good choice. Likewise, it seems reasonable to take these shifts equal, i.e. to let
δ1gx(p1, p2) = δ2gy(p1, p2) = Φ
−1
(α)σ(p1, p2)/2.
In this way the correction terms due to the IND- and the CUMIN -part give the same
additional shift. As a result we have, with p1 and p2 as in (4.9) and typically γ = 1/2,
r = np1 −
Φ
−1
(α)σ(p1, p2)
2gx(p1, p2)
n1/2, s = np2 −
Φ
−1
(α)σ(p1, p2)
2gy(p1, p2)
n1/2. (4.12)
There is one minor obstacle left. Obviously, our asymptotic approach will typically
not precisely produce integer valued r and s in (4.12). However, the remedy is quite
straightforward. Let λr = r − [r], then we can use X(n−[r]) with probability 1 − λr and
X(n−[r]−1) with probability λr in ÛLMCM,H . Or, slightly less accurate but a bit easier,
instead of this stochastic mixture simply use the deterministic (1−λr)X(n−[r])+λrX(n−[r]−1).
Obviously, for ÛLMCM,M we proceed analogously, with λs = s− [s].
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5 Summary and example
For ease of application, we summarize the procedure in this final section.
1) Data handling step: first collect for some n (e.g. 100 or 150) a Phase I sam-
ple X1, . . . , Xn. During Phase II, form blocks Y1 = min(Xn+1, . . . , Xn+l), Y2 =
min(Xn+l+1, . . . , Xn+2l), . . . for some small l (e.g. 2 or 3). A signal should be given
either if a single Yj exceeds a high upper limit ÛLMCM,H or if m (e.g. 3 or 5)
consecutive Yj all exceed a medium upper limit ÛLMCM,M .
2) Setting the upper limits: specify some small p (e.g. 0.001) aiming for ARL = 1/p
during IC. Let h(p) = (1 − p)pm/(1− pm) (and thus h−1(p) ≈ {p/(1 − p1/m)}1/m).
Compute p1 = {γlp}
1/l, p2 = {γlp + h
−1((1 − γ)lp)}1/l, using as default γ = 1/2
(equal contribution from both limits). Evaluate r = [np1] and s = [np2], where
[y] denotes the largest integer ≤ y. Obtain the (upper part of the) order statistics
sequence X(1) < . . . < X(n) for the Phase I sample and set ÛLMCM,H = X(n−r) and
ÛLMCM,M = X(n−s).
This concludes the description for the basic, uncorrected chart, which already forms a
competitor to e.g. the standard, similarly uncorrected, Shewhart chart. Application of
additional control by e.g. requiring that P (ARL < 1/{p(1 + ε)}) ≤ α (e.g. ε = 0.25,
α = 0.2) requires some additional refinement of r and s.
3) Corrected limits: to begin with, modify p1 and p2 from 2) into p1 = {γlp(1 +
ε)}1/l, p2 = {γlp(1 + ε) + h
−1((1 − γ)lp(1 + ε))}1/l (again with typically γ = 1/2).
Next, let g(x, y) = xl + h(yl − xl), with h as in 2). Then gx(x, y) = lx
l−1{1 −
h′(yl − xl)} and gy(x, y) = ly
l−1h′(yl − xl), with h′(t) = {mt−1(1 − t)(1 − tm)−1 −
1}/(t−m − 1). Moreover, let σ2(x, y) = gx(x, y)
2x(1 − x) + 2gx(x, y)gy(x, y)x(1 −
y) + gy(x, y)
2y(1 − y). Using all this, evaluate r = np1−(1/2)n
1/2Φ
−1
(α)σ(p1, p2)
/gx(p1, p2) and s = np2−(1/2)n
1/2Φ
−1
(α)σ(p1, p2)/gy(p1, p2). Set ÛLMCM,H = (1 −
λr)X(n−[r])+λrX(n−[r]−1), with λr = r−[r] and likewise ÛLMCM,M = (1−λs)X(n−[s])+
λsX(n−[s]−1) with λs = s− [s].
To make matters completely explicit, we conclude with a numerical example.
Example 5.1 Let n = 100, p = 0.001, l = 2 and m = 3.
1) Pairs Y1 = min(X101, X102), Y2 = min(X103, X104), . . . are used and an alarm follows
at time j if Yj is really high, or min(Yj , Yj−1, Yj−2) is moderately high.
2) The upper limits are found by noting that p1 = p
1/2 = 0.0316 and p2 = (p +
h−1(p))1/2 = 0.324. Hence for the basic proposal simply use r = 3 and s = 32. This
means stopping either if one Yj exceeds X(97) or if three in a row all exceed X(68).
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3) If P (ARL ≤ 800) = 0.2 is required (i.e. ε = 0.25 and α = 0.2), we get p1 = 0.0354
and p2 = 0.3366. Moreover, gx(p1, p2) = 0.0684, gy(p1, p2) = 0.0216 and σ(p1, p2) =
0.0183. Next (1/2)n1/2Φ
−1
(α)σ(p1, p2)/gx(p1, p2) = 1.12 and (1/2)n
1/2Φ
−1
(α)σ(p1, p2)
/ gy(p1, p2) = 3.56. Consequently, r = 3.54−1.12 = 2.42 and s = 33.66−3.56 = 30.10.
Hence the bounds are now a bit more strict: signal if one Yj exceeds 0.58X(98) +
0.42X(97) or if three in a row all exceed 0.90X(70) + 0.10X(69).
If instead of m = 3 we select m = 5, the results are modified as follows.
1) Now min(Yj , Yj−1, Yj−2) is replaced by min(Yj , Yj−1, Yj−2, Yj−3, Yj−4).
2) For the basic proposal, still p1 = 0.0316 and r = 3, but now p2 = 0.518 and s = 51.
3) Still p1 = 0.0354, but now p2 = 0.5307. Moreover, gx(p1, p2) = 0.0693, gy(p1, p2) =
0.0219, σ(p1, p2) = 0.01824, leading to (1/2)n
1/2Φ
−1
(α)(p1, p2)/gx(p1, p2) = 1.11,
(1/2)n1/2Φ
−1
(α)σ(p1, p2)/gy(p1, p2) = 3.51. As a result, r = 2.43 and s = 49.56 and
the upper bounds follow as before.
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